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Impacts are highly energetic phenomena. They abound in the early stages of
formation of the solar system, when they actively participated to the
formation of large bodies in the protoplanetary disk. Later on, when
planetesimals and embryo planets formed, impacts merged smaller bodies
into the large planets that we know today. Giant impacts dominated the last
phase of the planetary accretion, with some of these impacts leaving traces
observable even today (planets tilts, moon, missing mantle, etc). The Earth
was not spared, and its most cataclysmic event also contributed to the
formation of the Moon.
Here we present the theoretical tools used to explore the thermodynamics
of the formation of the protolunar disk and the subsequent condensation of
this disk. We show how ab initio-based molecular dynamics simulations
contribute to the determination of the stability field of melts, to the
equilibrium between melts and vapor and the positioning of the critical
points. Together all this information helps building the liquid-vapor stability
dome. Next we investigate the supercritical regime, typical of the postimpact state. We take a focused look to the transport properties, the
formation of the first atmosphere, and compare the properties of the liquid
state typical of magma oceans, to the super-critical state, typical of
protolunar disks.
We apply this theoretical approach on pyrolite melts, as best approximants

for the bulk silicate Earth. These simulations help us retrace the
thermodynamic state of the protolunar disk and infer possible condensation
paths for both the Earth and the moon.
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